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Truckee Meadows Healthy Communities (TMHC), Enterprise Community 
Partners Inc. (Enterprise) and the Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
(TMRPA) have continued their work to develop a regional comprehensive 
housing strategy. We are very excited to have so many partners and continued 
collaboration during this e�ort. 

Funding for this project is completed for Phase I. Phases II and III are still in need 
of additional funds. Please contact Sharon Zadra of TMHC for updated                
funding information and how you can contribute. 

You may reach her at:

August 2, 2018TMRPA

enterprise updates

enterprise community profile Highlights completing phase II and Final steps

Phase II of the Regional Strategy for Housing A�ordability is underway and on 
schedule. Phase II will wrap up final analyses and data collection by the end of 
August 2018. The data collection process that originally began in Phase I, but has 
intensified in Phase II has allowed Enterprise to apply a data driven lens to 
understand the economic, social, and legislative climate of the region.

As Enterprise continued data collection and analyses, the Executive Leadership 
Team (ELT), Public Sta�, and Community Leadership working groups continued 
discussion of the five strategy focus areas throughout June and July.                 
These groups participated in supplemental assignments and surveys to provide 
members with an additional opportunity to provide occupation based feedback 
on the five strategy focus areas. The ELT participated in another discussion to 
continue the discussion regarding implementation of the a�ordable housing 
strategy. 

The Community Profile which was an outline in early June, has now evolved into a thorough 
case study of the Truckee Meadows complete with examples of the housing and rental      
shortage. The profile compiles and defines the existing policies, programs (government and 
non-government), and financing tools available in our region. Enterprise’s analysis took an 
inventory of potential solutions outlining the wide range of national, state, and local programs, 
aides, and financing tools that could be implemented in the short, medium, and long terms. 

Phase II will finish on time this month, August 2018. Phase III, the final phase in the development of a regional strategy that addresses housing 
a�ordability will begin in September 2018 and will be completed in November of 2018. This phase is crucial and involves the development of an 
implementation structure to be adopted by the local jurisdictions, setting short, medium and long term goals. Finally, Phase III will set up a       
framework to measure the success of the strategy.

As Phase III will begin in just a few weeks, it is important to highlight the main objectives for September, October, and November, the last three 
months allotted for the development of the strategy. This will involve the final development of the housing strategy, delivery of the strategy to the 
Regional Planning Governing Board, and establishing the final framework that will ease region wide implementation of the policies, strategies, and 
tools developed. 

check out our website!

Visiting the housing website will allow you to view past newsletters, past           
presentations, information, data, and articles relevant to the regional strategy 
being developed. A recent addition to the website includes providing a snapshot 
of the results from our past community survey, this can be found in the news and 
updates section. Stay engaged by subscribing to our newsletter, reviewing past 
content, and routinely stopping by the website to see what is new.

Szadra@sbcglobal.net 

h�ps://www.tmaffordablehousing.org/news-and-updates

Take a look at what we’ve learned!
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Thank you for reading and contributing!

Vetting proposed strategic focus areas, drafting 
key talking points, & finalizing Community Profile

Completing submarket analysis, including spatial        
conditions of opportunity

Sharing results of submarket analysis, drafting 
proposed actions list, & measuring feasibility & 
impact

Aligning actions with sequencing, targeting 
parameters, & implementation steps in roadmap

Finalizing roadmap & building out full draft of final    
strategy document

Delivery strategy document

Incorporating preferred growth scenario in 
profile of housing needs when available

Sharing key data on conditions of opportunity 
to inform Regional Plan Update

Ensuring draft actions reflect legislative actions 
that have been prioritized by the State a�ordable 
housing committee and/or Regional Plan 
Update policy recommendations

Aligning recommended sequencing and 
targeting with existing recommendations      
& data from growth scenarios 

Reviewing branding & messaging for 
consistency with existing work

JUN
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OCT
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Coordinating Timeline with Other Efforts

Let us know how we are doing! As always we would like to extend a big 
thank you to all of our contributors for your continued support. On our 
next newsletter, look for an updated list of contributors and a more 
detailed update on the funds needed to complete Phases II and III.
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It is important to note the near parallel alignment of timelines between both the Regional Plan Update and the A�ordable Housing Strategy. The 
final three months of the Regional Strategy on Housing A�ordability will involve ensuring that draft actions reflect legislative actions. In addition, 
aligning recommended sequencing and targeting of data from growth scenarios, and finally involves reviewing branding and messaging for 
consistency with existing work.

like us on facebookhttps://www.facebook.com/tmrpa/
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